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oddly enough, perhaps it has been more than a year since eddie kramer has updated his “het” filter
family, but he has finally taken the time to release an official update. the new version of the “het” family

is now called “het 2” and it supports high-quality 24-bit/96-khz data, making them perfect for working
with modern-day recording and mixing gear. also, if you’re working with a bit depth of 16-bit/44.1-khz,

you can still use them, but they will work on a lower quality setting. this is great for workflow-driven
setups that may not be able to support the higher bit depth, as well as those who simply want to make
use of the newer technology that is available. the new het filters are available for immediate purchase
as a bundle with the “het vst bundle” – a collection of four of the best eddie kramer filters – the zebra,
bee, elephant, and tiger. the bundle is available for $49.95, which includes a 30-day trial version of the

eddie kramer het vst bundle, as well as all four filters at their original retail price. if you decide to
purchase the eddie kramer het vst bundle after the trial, it will be charged to your credit card. to learn
more about the bundle, head on over to the eddie kramer het vst bundle product page. also, if you’re

interested in the “het” filters in general, head over to the eddie kramer het vst bundle product page and
check out the filters individually. the eddie kramer het vst bundle is available for immediate purchase on

the eddie kramer website for $49.95. it includes a 30-day trial version of the product, all four of the
eddie kramer het filters, and a free taks hosted installation package. when you purchase the bundle,

you will be charged to your credit card.
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ssl preamp eddie kramer on ssl preamp: i wanted a preamp that would sound great on low-impedance
or unbalanced headphones and speakers. it’s a preamp that’s optimized for vocals, acoustic guitars, and

other sources of midrange. it also does a good job with rock, country, and other high-impedance
instruments. ssl g-eq – neutral eddie kramer on ssl g-eq – neutral: this setting is good for rock, hard

rock, and other sources of heavy midrange. it gives a full sound with a prominent, but not overbearing
midrange. ssl g-eq – warm eddie kramer on ssl g-eq – warm: this setting is good for vocals, acoustic

guitars, and other sources of light midrange. it gives a very natural sound that sounds good on a variety
of sources. ssl compressor eddie kramer on ssl compressor: i wanted a compressor that would enhance

the dynamics of the source and compress the rest of the midrange. this setting does a good job on
vocals, acoustic guitars, and other sources of midrange. ssl compressor – neutrally compressed eddie
kramer on ssl compressor – neutrally compressed: this setting is good for vocals, acoustic guitars, and
other sources of midrange. it gives a full sound with a prominent, but not overbearing, midrange. the

eddie kramer - channeleddie kramer on the guitar channel:the guitar channel plug-in features settings
for lead guitars and two types of rhythm guitars. when it comes to lead guitar, i want it to become a

living, breathing organism, creating a palpable sense of excitement within in the mix. by combining the
right amounts of eq, compression, delay, reverb, and a touch of flange, these 5 elements, working

together, make it come alive. for rhythm guitar, i try to get it in your face as much as possible, without
over-processing the sound with eq. by adjusting the amount of compression, and not overdoing the

amount of space, i make sure that the guitar stays up front, where it belongs. 5ec8ef588b
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